
School Programs

COMMENTS 
"Bash the Trash went above and beyond performing a 
live stream for our school.”

	 - Principal, Newmark School, NJ 
“Thank you so much for today’s virtual performance.  
We have gotten amazing feedback!” 

	 - PTA Rep, Dickinson School, NY 
“I cannot say enough how incredible this experience 
was for our students.”  
	 - City Neighbors Charter, Baltimore MD

Live In-person Programs // 
Hands-on Workshops & Residencies  
For a full listing go to www.bashthetrash.com 

Sustainable Sounds - An introduction to the science of 
making eco-instruments. 3 performers 45” $1860/2275*

Indoor/Outdoor; virtual option available

Found Sound Science - Take a deeper dive into Music, 
Science and the Environment with three amazing 
performers playing a clutter of found-object instruments. 
3 performers 45” $1860/2275* Indoor

Trashaganza - A festive show with fun songs, and 
demos of weird instruments with connections to science 
and sustainability. 3 performers $1860/2275*

Indoor/Outdoor

Global Bash - Performers from very different cultural 
backgrounds find common ground in music and 
instrument creation. 3 performers 45” $1860/2275*

Indoor; virtual option available

Workshops & Residencies - $240 per 45” price will vary


*price may vary by travel distance, etc. 

Bash the Trash brings amazing performances, workshops and residencies to your school! We 
teach students how to build musical instruments from reused and repurposed materials, 
connecting to science and the environment. Our cool and weird instruments made from trash 
are a great way to explore current issues of sustainability, climate change and plastic pollution. 
30+ years experience; flexible and open to new ideas! Contact us to discuss possibilities!

Virtual Programming
Streaming Sustainable Sounds - An intro to science, 
sound and sustainability - 3+ performers 45” $1595
BTT Lost at Sea - Exploring issues of  Climate Change 
and Plastic Pollution - 3+ performers 45” $1595
Global Bash Online - World percussion instruments - 
traditional and homemade - 3+ performers 45” $1595
Online Latin American Journeys - A journey through 
South America in Music - 3+ performers 45” $1595
Virtual Workshops and Residencies - Online and 
hybrid formats for a deeper dive. $240/45” session
Virtual Special Events - We’ll work with you to tailor a 
program specifically for your event - and your budget!

CONTACT/INFO: 
bashthetrash@mac.com //johnbertlesbtt@mac.com


914.478.1103

www.bashthetrash.com // www.youtube.com/bashthetrash
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